Holdings of the Farmingdale State College Archives

- Yearbooks (1919-present)
- College Catalogs (1916-present. Also called bulletins and/or announcements.)
- Departmental Bulletins, Programs, and Special Publications
- Photographic collection (Dating to 1914. Includes pictures of buildings, early construction of campus, student activities, sports, Country Life Open Houses, etc. Includes early prints, a large collection of proofs with negatives from 1948-1952, a large collection of slides from the 1960's-1980's, and a large collection of negatives from 1970's-present.)
- President's Annual Reports (includes 1919, and 1940's-1990's).
- Professional/Faculty College Handbooks (1960's-present)
- Commencement Programs (1919-present)
- Student Handbooks (Also called Freshman Handbook, Freshman Manual; 1925, 1931-1933, 1950-present.)
- President/Director Biographical Files (including bios, pictures, obituaries, inaugural programs, etc.)
  - Includes extensive letters dating to 1912 between A.A. Johnson and Dr. Hooper, about the founding and organizing of the Institute.
- College Histories (Mainly written by staff in the mid-1940's. Also includes departmental histories.)
- Miscellaneous items, such as:
  - A bound volume of letters written to Mary "Ma" Peters upon her retirement, 1939.
  - A notebook with student notes to Teacher Education.
  - College Register--guest sign in book for over 30 years, dating to the early years.
  - Long Island Ag&Tech Playing Cards-2 decks.
  - License plate rim, app. 1950.
  - WWII gas ration tickets for campus vehicles
- Minutes of the Board (1916-1920's, with detailed budget reports, allocation of funds, etc.)
- Middle States Documents/Reports
- Accreditation Reports for departments
- Land legal documents, relating to Stony Kill, Coe Estate/Planting Fields, Melville Rd, and other properties. Also contains the original copies of receipts for payment of the original land purchases, 1912.
- Agricultural Education Association- founding papers, membership cards, correspondence on location of NYSSA.
- Policies of the Board of Trustees (1950's-1980's)
- Salary Lists (1969-present)
- Campus Master Plans
- Student Papers and other publications and newsletters, including:
  - Rambler (1948-present)
  - Aggazette (1929-1947)
  - Furrow (1916-1922)
  - Alumnus (1970's-)
  - Night Owl
  - ESCA
  - The Wash (campus news items, 1941-1945)
  - The Talk (campus news items, 1947-1948)
  - Over the Fence (1941)
  - Institute Newsletter (1957-1970's)
  - Campus Times (1981-present)
  - Chanticleer
  - AITTIA-Humanities Magazine
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